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Abstract-Classification is a supervised learning technique. Classification arises frequently from bioinformatics such as
disease classifications using high throughput data like microarrays. Classification rule mining classifies data in constructing
a model based on the training set and the values or class labels in a classifying attribute and uses it in classifying new data.
Currently, a various modeling techniques are detailed for data mining. The details of data mining and machine knowledge
in related and network domains are dependent and comparatively distributed. The technique particularly achieves the
statistical belief among occurrences in order to enhance classification accuracy. An attention on dependencies is made
where the ability to draw classification accuracy is affected in improving performance of the model.
Data partitioning approaches such as bagging and boosting are greatly handled in multiple classifier systems to
improve classification accuracy. Most current data stream classification techniques fails in one essential aspect of stream
data i.e. arrival of a class. So, a data stream classification method that merges a class detection system into traditional
classifiers is enabled. The automatic detection of classes before true labels arrive is detected. The problem of data stream
classification, where the data appear in an abstractly limitless stream and the chance to analyze each record is briefed. The
searching of a training set accurately and classifying is difficult while considering a large data set. Even with the classified
data set the accuracy of the classification is inefficient with error rates. This paper presents classification based on shared
information for diagnosing disease. The medical dataset is analyzed with stroke disease reducing error rates providing
classification accuracy. This paper also reviews certain data mining papers on classification rule for disease diagnosis
patterns.
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